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Stream-based Computing:
Antimatter of Computing Science
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Abstract

The paper gives a survey on trends and recent developments in the areas of Reconfigurable
Logic and Reconfigurable Computing, which could threat the basements of the current curricular
building of Computer Science and Engineering [1].
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however, with positive charge. But not every particle c) 1990
on the matter side is an exact mirror image of its
antiparticle on the antimatter side. There is some asymmetry between matter and antimatter, which is no yet well
known and is still under investigation.
Another fascinating phenomenon is the so-called annihilation, which happens whenever a particle and its
antiparticle collide and disappear by being converted into energy. However, since our usual all-day environments
consist only of “normal” matter, we don’t care about antimatter. Also in computer science the overwhelming
majority of people normally does not care about its antimatter, or does not have the slightest idea of its existence.
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In Computing the world of matter is the world of a)
flow
streams
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instruction streams, controlled by the program
counter used as state register. For simplicity I call
(control
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the basic principles the von Neumann (vN)
flow)
+ paradigm, partitioning the machine into CPU
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illustrates the execution mechanism of the world of
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Fig. 2: Machine and antimachine: a)
downloaded to RAM, from where at run time under
machine, b) antimachine, c) parallel
CPU program counter control the instruction sequencer d)
antimachine, d) parallelism with machines.
derives the instruction stream flowing between
RAM, I/O and datapath. We may model this instruction-centric (control-flow-driven) machine paradigm with an
atom (figure 2 a), where the instruction flow electron (location of the negative program counter state) is spinning
around the positive nucleus (CPU resources like ALU etc.) .
Figure 1 b summarizes the properties of this machine paradigm: deterministic, instruction-stream-driven. Communication paths are switched at runtime (RAM2datapath, RAM2I/O, datapath2I/O, datapath2RAM, I/O2RAM,
I/O2datapath). This control-procedural execution mechanism is modelled into the brain of each computing science
student - as a common machine paradigm, with, or, without stack mechanism extensions. Due to the simplicity of this
machine paradigm
zillions of programmers
can be educated.
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set became a quasi standard, where compatibility is managed from generation to generation of processors. All
three, compatibility, having a machine paradigm, and being RAM-based, are the basis of the tremendous success
of the software industry. This is the “normal” matter of computing.
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Fig. 3: Energy efficiency vs. flexibility including Reconfigurable computing.
of 3 orders of magnitude - with growing
tendency for future technology generations
(fig. 3). There are fundamental flaws in software architectures. First, using time multiplexing with a single piece
of logic. Secondly, the overhead associated in moving data back and forth between memory back and logic. Third,
control itself is overhead. Fourth, pipelining in micro-processors adds another whole level of control overhead.
Chips these days are almost all memory, and the reason is that the architecture is so wrong. Only about one
percent of the power is going into real logic functions and 99 percent is going into caches and other hardware
overhead [2]. It is shocking to find the performance difference as a factor of 100 to 1,000 [2], even to 10.000 [3].
The metric for what is a good solution has been wrong all the time. By hardwired solutions almost 1,000 MOPS
per milliwatts or almost 1,000 MOPS per square millimeter can be obtained [2].
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binding of communication paths, which often leads
to massive communication switching overhead at
run-time (fig. 5). R&D in the past has largely ignored, that the vN paradigm is not a communication paradigm.
Processor architecture has reached a dead end with masses of research projects around speculative execution
pipelining cache-related strategies, and others, usually achieving only marginal improvements.
Not only sequential computing, but also parallel computing still computing in time, but concurrently. Locality
is not known at machine level, since it is only a physical detail at lower levels - within the responsibility of
completely different people, the hardware people. These seem to come from a different world, what is indicated
not only by communication
Hardware people seem to have Data\Konferenzen
their experiences from
the world of
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Meanwhile a world of antimatter of
computing is emerging, which is a world of data
streams, controlled by data sequencers - in
contrast to the instruction streams of the world of
matter. From this point of view the data counter
is the antiparticle of the program counter. In this
world the von Neumann Computer machine
finds its antimachine, the Xputer machine
paradigm (X paradigm). In contrast to the world
of instruction streams controlled by program
counters, we have data streams controlled by
data counters within data sequencers.
In the world of antimachines programming
means data scheduling, instead of instruction
scheduling needed for vN. We may simply
model this data-stream-centric machine
paradigm with an atom (figure 2 c), where the
data flow positron (location of the positive data
counter state) is spinning around the negative
nucleus (data path resources) DPU stands for
“datapath unit”.
This chapter just introduces reconfigurable
resources for the nucleus of data-stream-based
machines. The machine paradigm around this
nucleus will be treated in detail in chapter 5 of this
paper. Note, to avoid confusion: we are not talking
about the indeterministic “dataflow machines” [6],
a dying exotic research area. This nice term has
been annexed decades ago by these people for a
very special concept (compare fig. 8 or fig. 20). So
we should prefer the term “data streams”, instead.

3.1Reconfigurable Logic
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Fig. 5: Typical concurrent computing platform (memory not shown)
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In contrast to the “von Neumann” machine,
RA support
which does not support reconfigurable datapaths,
its antimachine, the Xputer paradigm, supports
engine
principles
both, hardwired and reconfigurable datapaths. To
implement
reconfigurable
logic
and
state
reconfigurable datapaths, a technology is
register
commercially available, had been a niche
communication at load time
technology for quite a time. Now, however, a
path set-up
rapidly increasing number and attendance of
resource array of ALUs
data
conferences on re-configurable computing (the
path operation
parallel
three most important ones, FCCM, FPGA, and
FPL ([8], the eldest and largest), and workshops
(RAW, RSP, ENREGLE etc.) as well as the
adoption of this topic area by congresses like DAC, ASP-DAC, DATE, ISCAS, SPIE, and many others indicate,
that reconfigurable platforms are heading for mainstream, supported by a rapidly growing large user base of HDLsavvy designers with FPGA experience. The echo on my double time slot embedded tutorials [9] [10] confirmed
this by a quite number of further invitations ([9] et al.).
Reconfigurable platforms bring a new
granularity
dimension to digital system development
term
configurable blocks
(path width)
and have a strong impact on SoC Design. If
the state of the art of the design flow would
Reconfigurable fine grain
CLBs: configurable
be as desired, their flexibility could support
Logic
(~1 bit)
logic blocks
turn-around times of minutes instead of
rDPUs: reconfigurable
coarse grain
months for real time in-system debugging,
(example: 16 data path units (for
profiling,
verification,
tuning,
fieldinstance: ALU-like)
maintenance, and field upgrades.
Reconfigurable or 32 bits)
Computing
Terminology is an important aspect since we
multi-granular rDPU slices
are far from consensus. In Reconfigurable
(supports slice (example: 4 bits)
bundling)
Systems (RS) we should be clearly distinguish
(fig. 7) between the areas of Recon-figurable
Fig. 7: How to avoid confusion with the term of “reconfigurable”
Logic (RL) also called field-programmable logic
(FPL), and, Reconfigurable Computing (RC).
RL, also called field-programmable logic (FPL), where the typical product name is FPGA (field-programmable
gate array, sometimes called PLD: for programmable logic device), deals with fine-grained reconfigurable circuits
and systems. A typical fine-grained reconfigurable circuit consists of an array of CLBs (configurable logic blocks)
with a path width
of 1 bit, which und
are embedded
in a reconfigurable interconnect
fabrics. From an EDA
point of view
C:\Dokumente
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not really hardwired.
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Figure 9 illustrates a typical FPGA architecture.
FP
(field-programmable)
stands
for
the dataflow machines
indeterministic, dying R&D area
reconfigurability of CLB logic function select and
for the reconfigurable interconnect “fabrics” made control-procedural
von-Neuman-like machine
from switch boxes, tap switch boxes, wire pieces, as programming
architectures
(instruction
streamwell as the configuration code input wrappers (not based computing
shown in this figure). GA (gate array) stands for the
array of CLBs (programmable gates), which are data-procedural
Xputer architectures using DPU or
embedded in the reconfigurable interconnect fabrics. programming
DPA: coarse grain reconfigurable
(data streamFPGA Vendors are stepping forward rapidly. based computing)
FPGA vendors on the market are: Actel, Altera,
hardwired
Atmel, Cypress, Lattice, Lucent, Quicklogic,
configurable GAs
Triscend, and Xilinx. The PLD market is poised to logic design
FPGAs: re-configurable
grow, according to many industry watchers.
Currently FPGA vendors have a relatively fast
dynamically reconfigurable
growing large user base of HDL-savvy designers.
Fig.
8:
Segmentation
of
digital
system implementation disciplines
Cost differences between volume FPGAs and
(volume) ASICs are shrinking. Driven by a growing
large user base innovations occur more and more rapidly. Altera and Xilinx are currently the leading FPGA vendors
(figure 10 a), both with a volume of sales almost 1.5 Bio US-$ in the year 2000. Advantages of PLDs are becoming
apparent to the marketplace. Dataquest calls programmable logic the fastest growing segment of the entire
semiconductor market. Mostly driven by telecom and wireless-communications applications growing 20% annually,
PLD revenue will jump to $7.04 billion in 2004 [IC Insights].
Meanwhile a wide variety of hardwired IP
routed net
CLB
CLB
FF
FF
cores is delivered on board of the same chip with
the FPG. Due to Moore's law the FPGA vendors
switch
box
FF
offer more and more products having
microcontrollers like ARM, MIPS, PowerPC, or
switching
transistor
other RISC architectures, memory, peripheral
FF
CLB
CLB
circuitry and others, together with the FPGA on
tap
board of the same chip (fig. 14 b). A Xilinx
box
FPGA, for example, has 4 PowerPCs on board.
FF
FF
FF
FF
and 24 Conexant 3.125 Gb/s serial link cores
FF
providing a total of 75 Gb/s/chip link bandwidth.
part of the
CLB
CLB
Such a symbiosis between FPGA and flipflop:
Configuration RAM
microprocessor corresponds fig. 14 c. Including
Fig. 9: FPGA architecture example (CLB: configurable logic block).
the interface hardware it corresponds fig. 14 d.

3.3

FPGA applications and R&D areas

Mostly driven by telecommunication networks and wireless-communications applications a growth has been
predicted of 20% annually, and FPGA vendor revenue will jump to $7.04 billion in 2004. In a number of application
areas like multimedia, wireless telecommunication, data communication and others, the throughput requirements are
growing faster than Moore's law [12]. The current state of the art in FPGAs does not yet provide sufficient
performance. Other application areas are image processing digital signal processing, encryption, automotive
electronics, etc. (also see [13] within this conference proceedings volume). An emerging market is runtime
reconfiguration, and, may be, or may be not, evolvable hardware.
One of the eldest FPGA markets is for ASIC
rank 2000 vendor %
URL
vendor
URL
remark
emulation. Rapid Prototyping / ASIC Emulation
is an important application of FPGAs.
1
Xilinx
42 xilinx.com
PACT
pactcorp.com commercial
Simulation is the most time consuming step
2
Altera
37 altera.com
Quicksilver qstech.com
commercial
during the IC design flow, which may take even
3
Lattice 15 latticesemi.com Technology
days or weeks. This can be replaced by Rapid
KressArray kressarray.de academic
4
Actel
6
actel.com
Prototyping: much faster emulation on large
a)
b)
FPGA arrays. By acquisitions the 3 major EDA
Fig. 10: a) coarse grain reconfigurable array IP core and EDA tool
vendors offer ASIC emulators, along with
developer, b) top 4 FPGA manufacturers 2000 (total of 3.7 bio $).
compilers: has acquired Quickturn (Cadence),
IKOS (Synopsys), and Celaro (Mentor Graphics), also offering such service over the internet. For smaller designs
less complex emulation boards may be used, like Logic emulation PWB (based on Xilinx Virtex, can emulate up
to 3 million gates), and, the DN3000k10 ASIC Emulator from the Dini Group. The area of FPGA use for system
prototyping has its own international workshop series on Rapid System Prototyping (RPS) [14]).
Run time reconfiguration (RTR) provides a powerful advantage of FPGAs over ASICs [15]: smaller, faster circuits, simplified
hardware interfacing, fewer IOBs; smaller, cheaper packages, simplified software interfaces. Exploding design cost and shrinking
product life cycles of ASICs create a demand on RA usage for product longevity [16]. Performance is only one part of the story. The
time has come to fully exploit their flexibility to support turn-around times of minutes instead of months for real time in-system
debugging, profiling, verification, tuning, field-maintenance, and field-upgrades.
The new area of research in Evolvable Hardware (EH), or Evolutionary Methods (EM), based on Darwinistic
methods, uses FPGAs to develop biologically inspired electronic systems [18]. Being a kind of revival of
cybernetics or bionics, this is stimulated by the progress technology. Labels like „evolutionary“ and the „DNA“
metaphor helped
to create a widely
awareness, research funding programs
in the EU, in 2001Japan, Korea, and
C:\Dokumente
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the USA, and many international conferences. In this highly visionary scene freaks do almost everything with
genetic algorithms, even where simulated annealing is4 by orders of magnitude more efficient. Shake-out
phenomena should be expected.
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3.4 FPGA efficiency
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reconfigurable circuits are highly areaDe
inefficient [19]. Due to rough estimations
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[20] only about one percent of the chip area
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serves the real application, whereas the
Fig. 11: Integration density of coarse grain reconfigurable computing arrays.
other 99 percent are reconfigurability
overhead. About 10% area are needed for
storage of configuration code, and, about
90% area are needed for routing resources like wire pieces and switches. Nick Tredennick estimates, that for
each transistor serving directly the application, about 200 more transistors are needed for reconfigurability.
The consequence of recon-figurability overhead is, compared to
data
hardwired solutions, a higher power consumption (roughly by a
y1
strea
factor of 10, see fig. 3) and lower switching speed or clock
m
systolic
y2
frequency (about a factor of 3 to 5). By re-design efforts reducing
array
y3
the clock speed a highly progressive improvement of power
dissipation may be obtained, since reducing clock frequency by a
factor of n yields a reduction of power dissipation by a factor of n3
[21]. The design has to be re-optimized, since just tuning the clock
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x3 - would not yield this result. However, the reconfigurable solution is
an order of magnitude more efficient than a software solution on a
microprocessor (see fig. 3).
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4. Configware Industry

Software does not run on antimachines. Generating classical
procedural code the traditional compilers cannot be used to program
antimachines, since structural code including data schedules is
needed. This is not software as we know it. What we need is the anti
part of software which is called configware (yet some people call it
y 1(0 )
"IP cores").
Fig. 12:
( 0)
y
Traditional procedural computing systems are run by software code
2
Systolic
data
downloaded into its RAM, what is the basis of basis of the extreme
y 3( 0)
arrays: datastrea
flexibility. This is the secret of success of the software industry: it is
m
stream-based.
RAM-based (figure 15). But also using reconfigurable platforms
(FPGAs or rDPAs) are RAM-based: structural code (configuration
code) is downloaded into the "hidden" RAM of FPGAs. Are there
any chances, that configware may repeat the success story of software?
Configware industry is emerging as the anti industry of the software industry. Being RAM-based configware industry is taking off to repeat the success story known from soft-ware. Tsugio Makimoto has predicted
this more than ten years ago [22] [23]. Like software, also configware may be downloaded over the inter-net, or
even via wireless channels. FPGA or rDPA functionality can be defined and even upgraded later at the
customer's site - in contrast to the hardware it replaces: configware use means a change of the business model
- providing shorter time to market and (FPGA) product longevity. Many system-level integrated products
without reconfigurability will not be competitive.
FPGAs are going into every type of application.
Designer productivity and IP reuse are the key issues.
throughput
Customers implementing more complex systems and
even entire SoC (systems on chip) are looking how to
hardwired
anti
shorten design times with so many gates, even entire
machine
systems on a chip - by predefined functional blocks to
deal with more mundane or standard functions from
reconfigurable
various application areas. This led vendors to focus
Logic
on intellectual property and the use of soft IP core
von
Neumann
code blocks. Currently most of the configware
flexibility (reusable soft IP cores) is provided by the FPGA
vendors. ButData\Konferenzen
the number of independent
C:\Dokumente und Einstellungen\Reiner\Application
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houses (soft IP core vendors) and design services is
Fig. 13: Closing the gap - and beyond: by antimachine.
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A separate Configware tools market, comparable
c)
b)
to the compiler and OS market in computers, separate
host
host
reconfrom the (reconfigurable) hardware market already I / O RAM
hardwired
figurexists, since Cadence, Mentor Graphics and Synopsys
RAM able
RAM
RAM accelerator(s)
just jumped into it by closing the back end gap down data instruction
to creating configware code. The battle for market path sequencer
shares between EDA vendors and FPGA vendors has
just been started.
co-compilation
compilation
CAD
The software market distinguishes applications d)
e)
and system software like operating systems,
host
reconreconcompilers etc. This also holds for the configware host
figurfigur- hardwired
market, where we have application configware (soft
RAM
RAM
RAM able
RAM able
IP cores) and systems configware (configware
tools). This terminology should maintain the
awareness of the dichotomy of informatics and anti
is the C
informatics. “Configware tools” we mean all kinds
Partitioner X-C
X-C
language
extended
of configware development and operation support Fig. 14: Computing platforms:
f)
by MoPL
tools and environments - not only software but also a) “von Neumann”-based b)
embedded,
c)
FPGA-based
X-C
GNU C Analyzer
configware with FPGA operating system role (like
for
configuration
management,
runtime embedded, d) mixed embedded, compiler / Profiler compiler
reconfiguration, interfacing the FPGA to its e) configware / software cocompilation, f) CoDe-X automatenvironment or to the internet, etc. ###
ically partitioning Co-Compiler. host
KressArray DPSS
The mind set for the paradigm shift in
configware implementation is still waiting for the
broad break-through because of educational background problems. Historically driven R&D in this area is still
dominated by hardware people. For this reason system configware (tools for configware implementation) are still
mainly called EDA software (electronic design automation).
Being fabless the FPGA vendors Xilinx and Altera spend most of their higher
qualified manpower in configware tool development, IP core development, application The secret of success
development, and related design services. Xilinx and Altera are more and more of software industry:
morphing into EDA companies. Also the major EDA companies (Cadence, Mentor • RAM-based,
Graphics, or Synopsys), show increasing awareness of the high volume market of the • machine paradigm,
new needs for low cost, bullet-proof and self-supporting high quality zero maintenance • µP compatibility,
configware tools for masses of designers, with a low EDA budget. Configware tools are the • scalable RAM,
key enabler for the customer to obtain high quality FPGA-based products with good • relocatable code
designer productivity. A good FPGA architecture is useless, if it is not efficiently For the secret of success
supported by configware tools.
of configware industry
is still missing:
5. Asymmetry between matter and antimatter
Particle physicists have stated, that there is an asymmetry between matter and • FPGA compatibility,
antimatter. Also in computing we have such an asymmetry. In our physics-like • fully scalable FPGA,
model the antimachine may have one (fig. 2 b) or several data stream positrons • relocatable
spinning around a negative nucleus (fig. 2 c). DPU stands for datapath unit and DPA
configuration code
for datapath array (an array of DPUs). The vN machine can have only one program
counter, whereas its antimachine, the Xputer, may have one (figure 6 a) or multiple Fig. 15: The secret of success.
data counters (figure 6 b). On the antimatter side the “instructions” (here called
“configuration code”) and the data schedule are not fetched at run time, but downloaded already at loading
time, or at design time, if DPU and DPA are not reconfigurable, There are no instruction streams read
anymore ar run time. The data schedule is downloaded into the data sequencer [24] [25] [26] [27] [28],
especially designed for the data-stream-based Xputers [29] [30] [31] [32]. Several Xputer architecture
examples have been implemented [3] [30] [31] [32]. The table in fig. 18 gives a survey over the asymmetry
between the worlds of matter and antimatter in informatics.
no switching
at run time

data streams

U
no CP

5.1

The Antimachine

there are no
Why does the antimachine paradigm make sense? The
instructions von Neumann machine is no more the most flexible
data streams

data streams

computing device (fig. 13). For reconfigurable
datapaths von Neumann is the wrong machine
paradigm, because its instruction set changes
DPU
DPU
DPU
whenever a different configuration code is fetched, so
that always a different instruction sequencer would be
U
needed. In using reconfigurable DPUs or DPAs von
no CP
Neumann architectures fall apart. Von Neumann is no
more the most flexible computing device. For this
DPU
DPU
DPU
case, like using FPGAs or other reconfigurable
platforms (chapter 6.1) as a datapath, the antimachine
makes sense. Instructions from the old world of
normal matter are used for procedural programming
DPU
DPU
DPU
(programming in the time domain), whereas for the
antimachine Data\Konferenzen
configuration
means
C:\Dokumente und Einstellungen\Reiner\Application
2001- structural
programming by rearranging the internal structure of
6
Fig. 16: Stream-based computing array example: transport-triggered exec. the datapath (programming in the space domain).
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However, we do not need reconfigurable datapaths for running an Xputer. An antimachine can also run very well
with a hardwired datapath. On old example of such a hardwired data-stream-based system is the systolic array [33]
[34], having been a subject of research mainly during the eighties. A systolic array is a fully regular and uniform pipe
network (example in fig. 12). Systolic arrays can be designed only for applications with strictly regular data
dependencies. (For generalization of the systolic array into the supersystolic DPA or rDPA see chapter 6.1.)
The systolic array people just specified the data streams they needed to run a particular array, but
The antimachine did not care how it is created. Because the classical systolic array people did not use a machine
paradigm there are still many unsolved problems. Theoreticians often do not care about
does not have a
von Neumann
application. There have been examples, where unscrambling and scrambling the data streams
bottleneck.
took more time than the computation within the array. We need a machine paradigm as a general
model for inclusion of runtime organization like for data streams between array, I/O, and memory.
Such a common antimachine paradigm [30] [31] [32], architecture examples [35] [3] [29], and related implementation
tools [36] [37] [38] [39] have been published up to more than a decade ago.

5.2

Stream-based Computing

New machine principles are needed for RC. Classical parallel processing relying on concurrent processes is not
the way to go, since its fundamental architecture relies on a uniprocessor [40]. Generally classical parallel
processing has not been successful (see fig. 4). Arrays or other ensembles of CPUs are too difficult to program,
and often the run-time overhead is too high, except for a few special application areas favored by Amdahl's law.
All these problems stem from the fact, that the operation of CPUs or of arrays of CPUs are control-flow-based.
We need an alternative paradigm which is not control-flow-based. For details see section 8.
Stream-based ALU arrays or DPU arrays (DPU stands for Data Path Unit). Its alternative, (locally) distributed
computing, uses arrays of ALUs (or other DPUs) instead of arrays of CPUs. The DPUs within such an array are
interconnected form a pipe network, i. e. a network of multiple pipelines in terms of multiple DPUs (Data Path
Units) without program controllers, not multiple CPUs. Tailored multiple data streams are pumped from outside
through this pipe network. That's why these arrays are called "stream-based" arrays. The KressArray is an early
stream-based DPU array, which is reconfigurable [19] [36] [37]. There's no CPU. There's nothing "central". It's
fully distributed, with lots of different DPUs containing adders, registers, multipliers -- just what's needed for
direct mapping of the algorithm onto the architecture. As soon as the architecture is defined, the data streams
needed are obtained by using a scheduling algorithm. For data stream creation see section 5.3 on the memory
communication gap

5.3

Stream-based Memory Organization

Theoreticians often do not care about application. The classical systolic array people just specified data streams,
but did not care about their implementation. Meanwhile generation and organization of data streams between
memory and the nucleus processing resources has become a maturing design and optimization methodology
(characterized by terms like data transfer and storage exploration: DTSE) to cope with memory bandwidth and power
dissipation problems.
There are two kinds of scenarios to cope with the traditional memory communication gap
still widening. First, in streaming data applications like in DSP the data streams can be split
“von Neuman”
is no more
up into parallel streams to be interfaced with multiple I/O ports of rDPAs (e. g. fig. 17).
the most flexible
Second, artificial multiple "data streams" from/to multiple memory banks (fig. 17) can be
computing device. generated by multiple data sequencers, being distributed over the rDPU array [24]. Data
sequencer principles have been developed, which avoid control overhead [40]. (r)DPAs
provide a much more efficient way to cope with memory communication bandwidth problems than classical
concurrent computing.
Caches do not improve throughput, since in data-stream-based computing there are mainly hardwarized loops, but no
instruction streams. The processor / memory communication bandwidth gap may be dramatic in extremely data-intensive
RA applications. The demand stimulates the development of “embedded memory optimization” methods using data
transfer and storage optimization and data reuse transformation [41] [42] [43], loop transformations [39] [44] [45], smart
memory interface, also with 2-D memory organization [46] [3], generic address generators [25] [47] [26], as well as a
mapping method, where both, data sequencer DPUs and application rDPUs can be mapped onto the same rDPA [24] [9].

expression tree

data streams

5.4 Compilers for the Antimachine

+ + *
* + + *
* -

data streams

data streams

Multiple data streams being piped through a rDPU
array are the key to massive parallelization. This has
been proven by systolic array researchers who used
xf
linear projections as a synthesis method. However,
mapper for rDPA synthesis no linear projection is used, but
simulated annealing instead, to avoid restrictions to
sh sh
applications only with regular data dependencies. By
away from linear projections we obtain a
scheduler turning
generalization of the systolic array also to support
data
xf
inhomogenous irregular arrays (fig. 17). This
stream
completely removes the restriction to applications
assembly
with only regular data dependencies. After (r)DPA
sh sh
Fig. 17: Generalization of synthesis a scheduling algorithm prepares the data
the systolic array: non- streams (more details in section 6.2).
uniform, non-regular. Such a compiler including a mapper and scheduler
data streams
DPSS (Data Path Synthesis System) has been
published inData\Konferenzen
1995 [36]. In 2000
a KressArray
C:\Dokumente
und
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2001design space Xplorer has been implemented, which supports a generically defined KressArray family covering
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any path width and a wide variety of inter-rDPU interconnect
resources [37]. The Xplorer also supports mapping
memory communication resources together with the application onto the same rDPA (fig. 21) [24] [26].
DPU
library
routing &
placement
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Also experimental high level programming languages for that new paradigm have been implemented, within the
context of MoM (map-oriented machine) architectures [35] [3] [29]. Instead of a “control flow” sublanguage a “data
stream” sublanguage like MoPL [48] recursively defines data goto, data jumps, data loops, nested data loops, and parallel
data loops. Also to solve the memory bandwidth problem the Xputer paradigm is much more promising than “von
Neumann”.

antimatter

5.5 Antimachine Synthesis
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matter
machine paradigm von Neumann (vN)

On hardwired DPU array basis the BWRC [2]
is developing an entire “chip in a day” design
methodology for data-stream-based machines.
by direct mapping of algorithms onto highlevel, pre-characterized macros (library
elements, parameterized blocks, like FFTs of
different sizes, and a Viterbi decoder), wired
together from a Simulink data-flow diagram.
An automated flow goes through module
generation, synthesis and layout. The easiest
place to make the most profound optimizations
is at the system level, where one needs to know
what the implications are of the algorithmic
choices you're making. Compared to full
custom microprocessor design, BWRC people
give up easily a factor of two or three in speed
Fig. 18: Asymmetry between matter and antimatter (compare fig. 2).
- but for gaining a factor of 100 in area
efficiency. BWRC got rid of difficult problems
by using relatively low clock rates. This flow gives a much more efficient way to solve the problem. Adapting the
goals or Broderson's group to reconfigurable computing, where no physical design has to be done: could this end
up with a FPGA-based "chip-in-one-hour" implementation?

Xputer
structural (re)configuration
(super “instruction” fetch)
programming
procedural
data scheduling
“instruction” fetch at run time
at loading time
program execution instruction schedule data schedule
at run time
operation spin
instruction flow
data stream(s)
(r)DPU, or, (r)DPA
CPU
(nothing central - no CPU)
nucleus resources
hardwired
hardwired or reconfigurable
parallelism
multiple machines
single machine

6. Reconfigurable Computing

Reconfigurable Computing (RC) [9] [10] [11] [12] is the reconfigurable form of parallel computing, where
(coarse-grained) DPUs or DPAs and the interconnect resources are reconfigurable, so that the pipe network is
configured into a rDPA like the KressArray [36], based on the most straight-forward method of stream-based
computing.
Stream-based (r)DPA use (example in fig. 16) is more efficient than normal matter concurrency (fig. 1 d).
Classical parallel processing relying on concurrent processes (example in fig. 5) is not the way to go, since its
fundamental architecture relies on a uniprocessor, where pipelining brings only marginal improvements. Its
alternative, (locally) distributed computing, i. e. DPU array computing, however, means parallelism by an
application-specific pipe network in terms of multiple DPUs, not multiple CPUs (fig. 16).
Stream-based RC (with rDPU arrays: rDPAs) is urgently needed, since in application areas like multimedia,
wireless telecommunication, data communication and others, the throughput requirements are growing faster than
Moore's law [12]. The current state of the art in FPGAs does not yet provide sufficient performance. For flexibility
and low power the only viable solution is one with rDPAs like offered by providers like PACT [50].

6.1 Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Datapaths

Reconfigurable computing, where typical
products are reconfigurable arrays (RA) or
reconfigurable data path arrays (rDPA), deals
with coarse-grained reconfigurable circuits and
systems.
A
typical
coarse-grained
reconfigurable circuit consists of an array of
CFBs (configurable functional blocks), also
called reconfigurable datapath unit (rDPU), with
a wide path width like, for instance, 16 or 32 bit.
Figure 19 shows a 32 bit example with a SNN
filter algorithm mapped onto a 160 DPU
KressArray. Here we may also say, the RA
granularity is 16 or 32 bit. Also RAs with
multiple granularity are known, where medium
grain rDPU slices of pathwidth W (4 bits, for Legend: rDPU not used backbus connect used for routing only operator and routing port location marker
example) may be bundled for rDPUs with a path
Fig. 19: 32 bit KressArray with SNN filter algorithm mapped onto it.
width of N x W, where N is a non-negative
integer.
A major benefit is massive reduction of configuration memory and configuration time, and drastic complexity reduction
of the placement and routing problem because only a few CFBs are needed. Several architectures are briefly outlined in
[9]. Because (r)DPAs and even their routing switches have regular structure potential, a drastically higher integration
density can be obtained (see fig. 3), than with FPGAs. Physical and even the logical integration density come close
to the Gordon Moore curve (figure 11). Performance may be substantially faster. Energy efficiency practically
reaches that of hardwired solutions (figure 3) - about two orders o magnitude better than with software on a
microprocessor (figure 3). Also (r)DPAs may have microcontrollers (fig. 14 c) and hardwired interfacing circuitry on
board of the same chip (fig. 14 d).
C:\Dokumente
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mapping of algorithms onto high-level, pre-characterized8library elements, wired together from a Simulink dataflow diagram and passed to module generation, synthesis and layout ?
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Configware tools for rDPAs

Computer
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machine category (“v. Neumann”) (no transputer!) dataflow machine [6]
Along with a mapper and scheduler the early
DPSS (Data Path Synthesis System) has been
procedural sequencing:
arbitration-driven
machine
published in 1995 [36]. In 2000 a KressArray
paradigm
design space Xplorer has been implemented [37]
deterministic
indeterministic
[38] [35], which supports a generically defined
driven
by:
control
flow
token flow
data
stream(s)
KressArray family covering any path width and a
reconfigurability
wide variety of inter-rDPU interconnect resources.
no
yes
no
support
There are four different routes to implement
engine
instruction
data
arbiter decides
DPAs: (1) design of fully universal rDPAs (highly
principles
sequencing
sequencing order of execution
area-inefficient), (2) mapping the rDPA onto a
program
(multiple) data
state register
none
sufficiently large FPGA or combination of
counter
counter(s)
several FPGAs, if available, (3) design of an
communication
at run time
at load time
at run time
path set-up
application-domain-specific rDPA, (4) design a
hardwired DPA (not reconfigurable: applicationFPGA or
single ALU
data resource single ALU (r)DPU array
specific).
path
operation sequential
parallel
sequential
Configware tools (EDA) for DPAs or rDPAs are a
key issue. All four routes have in common, that
mainly the same design flow front end may be used
Fig. 20: Machine paradigms: comparing Computer and Xputer.
for all of them. The tendency goes toward streambased DPU arrays and there is no principle difference,
whether the DPU array is hardwired or reconfigurable. The only important difference is binding time of placement and
routing: before fabrication, or, after fabrication.

No Annihilation in Computing

Whenever in an accelerator or elsewhere a
particle and its antiparticle collide, they disappear,
what particle physicists call annihilation. But in
computing science we do not crash matter into
antimatter. We can avoid annihilation by arranging
such meetings very carefully. We do it all the time
in hardware / software co-design (figure 14 b) and
configware / software co-design (figure 14 c), or, in
hardware / configware / software co-design
(figure 14 d).
About 20 billion of microprocessors are used in
embedded systems and 90% of all existing software
is running on them [5]. Probably 90% of all
programmers will write software for embedded
applications by 2010. This growing market share of
embedded system applications stimulates a strong
tendency to overcome separate design flows for
configware development and software development.
First versions of EDA tools integrating the flows into
configware / software co-design are emerging from
academia, and soon from FPGA or EDA vendors.

8.

Co-compilation Techniques for RC

Newer commercial platforms include all on a
single chip, combining a core processor (ARM, or
MIPS), embedded memory and reconfigurable logic. I/O & memory
used for
unused
used for data
Sequential code is downloaded to the host’s RAM. communication
memory port
sequencers
application
But accelerators are still implemented by CAD architecture
(figure 23 c), and a C compiler is only an isolated Fig. 21: Mapping application (linear filter) and memory communicatool, and, software / configware partitioning is still tion architecture (dark background) onto the same KressArray, includdone manually [51] [53] [54] [55] [45] [57], so that ing the address ports and the data ports to 4 different memory banks
massive hardware expertise is needed to implement (5 of 8 memory port connects are routed through application DPUs).
accelerators.
Like microprocessor use, also reconfigurable device
application is RAM-based, but by structural programming (also called "(re)configuration") instead of procedural
programming. Now both, host and accelerator are RAM-based (fig. 14 c): a new approach to SoC design. But the “von
Neumann” paradigm does not support soft datapaths because “instruction fetch” is not done at run time, and, since most
reconfigurable computing arrays do not run parallel processes, but multiple pipe networks instead. A transition from
CAD (fig. 14 e) to compilation is needed, and from hardware/software co-design to configware/software co-compilation,
supporting the emerging trend to platform-based SoC design.
From Makimoto's wave model point of view [19] [22] [23] this reveals a huge historical gap: first wave methods
"stone age" or "rubylith age" methods (fig. 23 a) for designing third wave platforms (fig. 23 c). Due to this huge gap
(missing the second phase which as happened with the microprocessor: fig. 23 b): the RAM-based nature of the
physical platform
is mainly ignored
this level). To close this EDA methodology
gap is the dramatic
C:\Dokumente
und(at
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EDA industry: more and more using high level programming languages, or, yet using HDLs (hardware description
9
languages) as sources to describe design problems.
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Co-Compilation
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Using rDPAs or antimachines as accelerators
c)
b)
supports a change of market structure by migration of
host
host
accelerator implementation from IC vendor to
I / O RAM
hardwired
customer. Since “normal” compilers do not support
RAM accelerator(s) RAM
RAM RA(s)
soft datapaths nor stream-based machines (fig. 20
data instruction
path sequencer
d compares the properties of both paradigm)s, this
demands automatic compilation from high level
Fig. 22: History of computing platforms: a) “von Neumann”-based, b)
programming language sources onto both, host and
embedded, c) emerging.
RA:
co-compilation
including
automatic
software/configware partitioning. CoDe-X is the
first such co-compilation environment having been implemented ([39] fig. 14 f), which partitions mainly by
identifying loops suitable for parallelizing transformation [19] [39] [45] into code downloadable to the MoM accelerator
Xputer. The MoM (Map-oriented Machine) is an Xputer architecture for data-stream-based computing [35] [3] [29].

The Giga FPGA

The Giga FPGA is emerging. It can be predicted, that within some more years FPGAs with 100 million gates or
more will be available commercially. Onto a single chip of such a platform up to about a hundred soft processor
cores can be mapped, leaving sufficient area to other on-board resources like RAM, register files, peripheral circuits
and miscellaneous others. Because of Moore’s law we may finally end up with FPGAs of almost infinite size, so do
not need to care a lot about efficiency.

9.1

Soft CPUs

The success of companies like Tensilica
indicate that there is a growing market ASIPs
(Application-Specific Instructionset Processors).
Even more flexibility can be obtained by a soft
CPU. Configware providers meanwhile have
discovered CPUs having been developed as
soft IP cores to be mapped onto an FPGA, also
called FPGA CPU, or, soft CPU, like the 32 bit
MicroBlaze (125 MHz, Xilinx), the Nios (16bit instruction code, Altera), which can be
configured as (8-), 16- and 32-bit data paths,
and Leon, a SPARC clone by Gaisler
Research. Using the usual FPGA design flow
the soft CPU IP cores can be generated from
VHDL or Verilog originally targeted at a
hardwired implementation. The table in fig. 23
lists more soft CPU examples. Soft CPUs are
also a well accepted academic research area.
Some soft CPU core examples have been
implemented by universities, like UCSC
(already 1990), Märaldalen University,
Eskilstuna, Chalmers Univ., Goeteborg,
Cornell, Georgia Tech, Hiroshima City
University, Michigan State, Universidad de
Valladolid, Virginia Tech, Washington
University, St. Louis, New Mexico Tech, UC
Riverside, Tokai University.

9.2

soft CPU core

architecture

platform / remarks

MicroBlaze
125 MHz
70 D-MIPS
Nios
Nios 50 MHz
Nios
gr1040
gr1050
DSPuva16
Leon 25 Mhz
ARM7 clone
uP1232 8-bit
REGIS
Reliance-1

32 bit standard RISC
32 reg. by 32 LUT
RAM-based reg.
16-bit instr. set
32-bit instr. set
8 bit
16-bit
32-bit
i8080A
SPARC
ARM RISC
CISC, 32 reg.
8 bit instr. + ext. ROM
12 bit DSP

Xilinx - Virtex-II fabric
(possible: up to 100
on one FPGA)
Altera - Mercury
Altera 22 D-MIPS
Altera - Mercury
Altera - Mercury
FLEX10K30 or EPF6016
Spartan-II
Xilinx XCV800-6

1Popcorn-1
Acorn-1
YARD-1A
xr16

8 bit CISC

16-b.RISC 2-opd. Instr.
RISC integer C

200 XC4000E CLBs
2 XILINX 3020 LCA
Lattice 4 isp30256,
4 isp1016
Altera, Lattice, Xilinx
1 Flex 10K20
old Xilinx FPGA Board
SpartanXL

Fig. 23: Soft CPU IP cores currently available.

Soft rDPUs and rDPAs

Soft rDPAs will be an alternative. With coming Giga FPGAs even soft DPAs are within reach. For soft DPAs
we don’t need to wait for the coming Giga FPGA. Already now it is conveniently possible to map 32 MicroBlaze
or 64 Nios onto a FPGA. The Giga FPGA could mean, that even coarse grain reconfigurable systems like those
from PACT Corp. [50] can be mapped onto a (fine grain) FPGA (fig. 10). It is quite promising, that the
performance disadvantage of lower clock frequency can be fixed by utilizing the better flexibility and by a much
higher degree of parallelism (compare fig. 13).

9.3

Bleeding Edge Designs

Excessive optimization will be needed for Giga FPGAs. If there is an infinite amount of gates available on a
chip just compilation techniques can be used in front of the (gate level) configuration code generator. But for
FPGAs one million gates (state of the art, or 10 million gates: may be in 2003) is far away from "infinite
resources". The consequence is, that for closing the gap excessive optimization is required. This means, that
leading edge designs ("bleeding edge designs") are achievable only partly with sophisticated EDA tools, so that
hardware expertise is inevitable for the designer.

9.4

New FPGA architectures needed

A major problem of configware industry in competing with software industry is the fact, that no FPGA
architecture is available which is fully scalable and which supports fully relocatable configuration code (fig. 15). The
consequence is the need for excessive re-compilation and re-debugging as soon as another FPGA type is used. It is
an unanswered question, wether such a FPGA architecture is physically feasible. But it seems to be feasible with an
C:\Dokumente
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a new configware tool tailored to solve
this problem. Without
problem it is very difficult for configware industry to repeat10the success story of the software industry.
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Conclusions
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The paper has given a survey on reconfigurable
VLSI CAD
c)
b)
logic and reconfigurable computing and its R&D a) VLSI CAD
Compiler
branches and has pointed out future trends driven
netlist
netlist
by technology progress and innovations in EDA.
relocatable code
Deep submicron allows SoC implementation, and
Placement
Placement
downloading
& Routing
& Routing
the silicon IP business reduces entry barriers for
newcomers and turns infrastructures of existing
players into liability [16]. The availability of
general
yet no
no
hard- machine
reconfigurable platforms and related EDA tools
machine
machine
RAM
RAM
wired
paradigm
paradigm
paradigm
Many system-level integrated future products
without reconfigurability will not be competitive.
algorithms: variable
algorithms: fixed
algorithms: variable
Instead of technology progress better architectures
resources: variable
resources: fixed
resources: fixed
by reconfigurable platform usage will be the key to
keep up the current innovation speed beyond the
Fig. 23: Synthesis a) hardwired, b) “von Neumann”, c) reconfigurable.
limits of silicon.
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41. F. Cathoor et al.: Custom Memory Management Methodology; Kluwer, 1998
42. N. D. Zervas et al.: Data-Reuse Exploration for Low-Power Realization of Multimedia Applications on Embedded Cores; PATMOS’99, Kos Island, Greece, Oct 1999
43. S. Kougia et al.: Analytical Exploration of Power Efficient Data-Reuse Transformations on Multimedia Applications; ICASSP’2001, Salt Lake City, May 2001
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